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Some Startling Facts

About Canada's Forests

Raw Material for Wood Using Indus-

tries in a Very Serious Conditir n.

Ejcport of Fee Land Woo j

Must be Stopped.

FRANK J. D. BARNJUM
ANNAPOLIS hOYAL.

NOVA SCOTIA

"The million or more cords of wood

that is being annually shipped to the

United States, returning only about 15

million dollars, if made into p'llp aiid

paper here would not only enrich this

country to the extent of more than

eighty million dollars per year, but

would prolong the life of all our paper

mills, a period of at iaast five or six

years beyord their present expectancy.

Reprinted from the Pulp mid Paper Magazine

of Canada, January 1, 1920.

Additional copies on request.
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Some Startling Facts
About Canada's Forests

Raw Matsrial for Wood Uiing Indiu-

triet in a Very Serious Condition

Export of Fee Land Wood
Mu^ b« Stopped

Thf; time has now fully arrived when an embargo
c " e\port duty should be placed on the large amoun-

'ee land wood that is being shipped across the line

m the principal pulpwood producing provinces of

?bec, Ontario and New Brunswick. (Pulpwood ex

^orts '-om Nova Scotia are practically negligible, am-

ounti ,' to only 770 cords in 1917, the last Government
report available.)

These provinces now have enormous investments in

pulp and paper mills which are increasing in number
every year, and it seems incomprehensible that tht

owners and security holders of these splendid monu-
ments to Canadian industry and brains should longer

sit idly by and allow this steady stream of raw material

to slip away from their very mill doors. The consump
tion of pulpwood in Canada has reached such enormou'
proportions that a halt should be called in such

suicidal policy.

Surely Mr. Phillip T. Dodge, President of the Inte'-

national Paper Company, who is in a position to know
better than any other authority, sounded a sufficient

warning to Canada when he made the statement that

the pulpwood supply of the Eastern States was prac-

tically exhausted and that they must look to Canada
for their future supply.

There are two ways that the shipment of this wood
can be prevented, one is by an embargo or export luty

created by the Provincial governments, and the other

is by a combination of tho Canadian mills purchasing
all thii ice land wood year by year and making a

division of the same on a basis of the shortest rail hau]

to the various mills.

The settler and farmer will also be benefited as

1
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with this wood all manufattured in Canada he will

have a market nearer home, not only for his wood but

II bigger and better market for his farm produce as

well.

To offset the tremendous loss of stai ling timber

caused by the spruce bud worm in Canada during the

past two or three years, no paper mill should cut a

living growing tree on its own limits just as long as it

can buy a cord of this fee land wood that is daily

crossing the line, simply cutting the burned and blown

down timber and salvaging such worm killed timber

iis is economically possible.

I am not cutting a tree on my own lands while I

urn buy a cord of wood; notwithstanding the fact

that I have the largest amount of standing timber of

of any pulp company in Canada, based en the capacity

production of my mills, and to which holdings I am
adding as rapidly as possible.

The minion or more cords of wood tliat is being an

nually shipped to the United States, returning only

about 15 million dollars, if made into mi > and paper

here would not only enrich this country to the extent

of more than eighty million dollars per year, but would

prolong the life of all of our pulp and paper mills n

period of at least five or six years beyond their pre^

cut expectancy.

This large additional income is doubly important

ill view of the unfavorable trade balance between tli-

two countries, and would to a large extent help to

correct the present deplorable condition of exchange

Canada is in a very independent position as the

United States simply must have our paper—she has no

alternative. Newsprint cannot now be landed in New
York from Scandinavia for less than $170 per ton.

SY2Q per pound, and even then -"nly in limited quan

titles. Our production has increased to such an ex

tent that we are now producing a total of 800,000 ton*

of paper per year, which is very nearly half the con

sumption of the United States, and we shall very soon

be producing raucli more than half, owing to the fact

that many of the American mills will be forced out

of business from lack of a wood supply. Strange as

it may seem many of their mills do not own an acre of

timberland. With the exception of the Oxford Paper

Company, and the Great Northern Paper Company,

the larger mills in the United States own tiraberlands
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which will provide u supply adequate only tor a very
few years. The f^reatest asset the paper companies
have today who own titnberlands, is t^eir raw material
supply. But the American mills should be stopped
from drawing the life blood of our Canadian wood
using indu.^tries. They can find no fault with such ac-

tion as self preservation is the first law of nature and
I am very sure if the case were reversed the American
mill owners would have taken this action long before
this. However friendly neighbors may be, it is hard-
ly reasDnabl' to expect the mill owner in one country
to allow the raw material to be removed, almost from
his mill yard, to supply the mills of another country
with the possible closing down of his own industry.

So-ne may question the power of the provincial >r<'v-

emment to act, but the highest legal tribunal of the

State of Maine ruled that it was constitutional for a

state to regulate even the size of the tree.* a man may
cut on his own private land. Anyone who bought
land in this country bought it subject to the laws hen
existing, as well as to any regulations that might lie

imposed in the future.

Azintkal Increment Leaveg a Net Lou.
The wood resources of Canada have been so grossly

exaggerated th:<t very few are aware how meagre our
supply of avai' o!e wood really is. T have spent a

large portion of the past few years in ?, personal in-

vestigation of the Car dian :iituation, the results of

which are so alarming that I have refrained from p\ib-

ii-shing my findings.

The theory of an annual growth '^hat has been in-

dulged in so freely in the past has simply oeeome a

popula'* delusion. There is, of course, a gross growth,
and a net growth under some conditions, but to offset

this the annual wastage by fire, wind, insects and
fungi, taking the country as a whole, far over-runs

the gross growth. Consequently we are simply cnn-

.suming our capital year after year.

If anyone has any question as to the enormous
amount of this wastage, let him explore the woods of

Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick, where one can

travel day after day and see nearly everywhere the

vast destruction caused by the spruce bud worm
alone. There are millions of acres in thepe provinces
where over fifty per cent of '^e standing pulpwood
has been completely destr*"^ jd.



To empliHsize further this question of growth, it is

.)nly npcessary to refer to the recent roportg on the

growth in some sections of Quebec, which show only

about .V) board feet per acre, meaning about one 6

inch tree per acre per year. It has never been dis-

puted that there is no actual accretion in virgin timber

as the mortality more than oflEsets all growth. Pur-

theniiore, even in cut-Dver land when one realizes that

it is only necessary to iiave an averapp of one ordinary

'

sized tree per acre per year blow down, how easy it

is to see that the annual growth is wiped out by this

one process of destruction. 1 have seen thousands of

acres laid flat by wind, not only in eut-ov. • lands b\it

also in so-called virgin stands. So much for wind.

Now Avith regard Ui the losses from forest fires,

the spruce bud worm, borers and fungi. The figures

Hre so appalling that I dare not commit the result of

my findings to print, but these losses are so enormous

that no one who is sincere will attempt to deny that

they far over-balance any annual growth that there

is in Canada or the United States. Cut out this iiiy

thical annual growth theo-y s 1 what are we doing?

As I said before, we ar' simply using up our capital

One often sees the statement in print that we are

•'using more than three times our annual growtli."

while in fact, as previously stated, there is no annual

growtii to use, for the reason that enemies of the forest,

i-ited above, destroy much more than the growth.

The tind)erland owner has the satisfaction of know-

ing that even if he has lost one half of his standing

timber, by the ravages of the spruce bud worm, still

what he has left ,s worth double the previous price

,)cr cord, as the destruetion is country wide, and the

'onspquently diminished supply will necessarily create

iwi immediate and substantial advance in land and

stmnpacre prices.

If some of the paper mills of the United States had

not pone mi far afield for their wood last year by

invadins.' the more remote sections of Ontario and

Quebec, where the freight alone amounted to $16.00

or more per eord and accepted wood down to a dia-

meter limit of or<» and one half to two inches, they

would be short wood to-day.

Logging by Aeroplane—Not Yet.

In some ot the wild estimates of our supply of stand-

ing timber made in the past, they have simply taken
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thv» map of f'anai'.-. Jeto .nincd the number of square

nailea, and arbitrarily ^^ared so many cords per acre

Vow as lo^gint; by aeroplane has not been perf»»ctod

as ytl, there are only two ways you can set ou' .vood.

namely, by river or railrf)ad. About all the more im-

portant rivers of Canada have been lodged on and
driven, from the very earliest days. Many of them
have been practically stripped or cut oat, while othor^

are being operated pretty well back to their liead

waters, so far remote that it takes two years or more
to drive logs to the mills.

Tn the case of the railroads tl' condition is 'trctty

much the same with the cxceptio.. of possil; tnc

Transcontinental, but inasmuch as this road w» »uilt

heyond the height of land, there is veiy little wood
available north of this road, as the r-'TK all drain

away from it towards Hudson Bay T* ' leaves only

the territory that lies soiitl v the ra;.i-'>ad, but as

sawmills 8"^ springing up al..,; this line, like niu.sh-

rooms ovei night, and as fire is taking a heavy toll

in this section, the paper mills will derive only a small

>upply from this source. Every time a railroad is

built in a wooded country, more wood is burned up
than is hauled out.

When talk is made about obtaining pulpwood from
the cold northern .sections that have not been opened
up. where it takes 150 years to grow a four inch tree,

where the snow falls to a depth of 15 feet and the

thermometer registers .iO below zero, it will be only
when pulpwood has reached a price m .'e than $75.00

per coid. "We hear Alaska suggested as a possible

tteld for the making of paper, but all of the above
handicaps apply to this section, except .ilong the coa%^.

a» well as the fact that it is 4000 miles distant from
the large paper consuming market.

All anyone needs to know is that in the United S» tfs

more than 5.500.000 cords of woo<l are used annual-
ly for pulp alone, in order to realize that this appall-
ing shrinkage in our capital stock of s^nnding timber
must necessarily all too soon wipe out the remaining
supply.

Beyond Conception Is 6V2 Milliou Oords
I want the reader to pause a moment when he reads

this paragraph, five million five hundred thousand
c^rds—not feet, but cords, u^ed everj' year in the



United States for pulp,- and principally in the Eastern
and Middle States. Pew can realize just what thi>

really represents, but to try and make this compre-
hensible, it means a solid pile of four foot wood,
twelve feet high reaching clear across the continent,

or a pile four feet high, nine thousand miles long, and
yet we may travel for days on the railroads and hard-

ly see a spruce tree. Personally I should not want tn

take the contract to furnish this amount for even
one year, and where is it to come from after the next

ten years?

Imagination can hardly grasp the real significance

of the terrifying estimate of the annual consumption
of all wood products in the United States, namely
244 million cords. Even this estimate of consumption
is doubtless conservative, as it is impossible for the

Government to obtain complete reports of all actual

production.

Tremendoiu Losses by Fire
In addition to this enormous amount that is being

out, fire is taking a terrible toll as well. Over a billion

feet of timber was destroyed this present year in just

one State—Montana. This means two million cordf^

or nearly half the entire amount consumed for pulp
in one year, destroyed by the fire fiend in one state

Last year the same thing happened in Minnesota, and
this same thing has been going on since this countr\-

was first settled and to such an extent that 75 per
cent of the original stand of timber has been destroy-

ed by this same cause, and yet some authorities will

still talk of an annual growth.
It is a curious fact that some of the coldest sections

are the most prone to fire, such as Newfoundland.
British Columbia, Northern Ontario. Northern Que
bee, Minnesota, Alaska, etc. These fire zones arp

just as well defined as land and water.

Increase in Consumption Overlooked.

In many of the estimates that have been made as^

to the length of time our standing timber will last, the

important question of the increase in consumptiori

is quite overlooked, and as showing what an im
portant factor this is, I will simply cite a 5 year period
in the St. Maurice Valley, where the increase amount
ed to 200%, or at the rate of 40% per year.

6
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Thus far I have largely discussed principally the

pulp-wood consumption, and yet when you add to

this the extraordinary demand we have in sight for

lumber for new construction the world over, it sim-

ply adds to the danger that is facing this country
from a premature exhaustion of a supply of raw
material for our magnificent paper mills, which to-

day are the second most important industry in Can-
ada, and which with a proper and judicious guarding
of our raw material, will shortly occupy first posi-

tion.

The paper mill? —hich have a wood supply will make
large profits in the future, as there arc so many Am
erican mills which have no supply of their own and
will be forced out of business on that account, which
will make a continued shortage of paper from this

time on. Furthermore, no government can for any
length of time, interfere with the natural law of

supply and demand, or make a spruce tree grow in

less than 50 to 75 years.

As showing what effect lumber and other products

of wood may have on the price and scarcity of pulp-

wood, I will simply note that in some sections, owin?
to the abnormally high price of laths, pulpwood is

being sawn into laths netting from $30.00 to $35.00

per cord for the wood at point of shipment.

Prophecy Has Come True.

In an article which I wrote three years ago when
the publishers were complaining of 2V4 cents papor.

I then stated that the question of the future would l>e

not one of price, but of obtaining paper at any price.

That prediction has already proved only too true

in a much shorter time than I anticipated.

I have devoted the past 28 years to the study of

the one subject of timberlands and wood supply, and
during this period I have seen lands go from $1 to $15.

$20 and up as high as $50 per acre for the same lands

:

and stumpage go for $1.50 for a mark of logs that only

took 4 to the thousand, to a price of $20 per 1000 for

a mark of 12 to the thousand; pulpwood from a low

price of four dollars to a high of thirty-two dollars

per cord, and spruce lumber from a low of twelve to

a high of sixty dollars per thousand. Stumpage in New



Brunswick even has been sold as high as $15 per
thousand during: the present year.

In 1890 they were cutting trees that took not more
than SIX or seven to make a thoussand leet of lumber,
while to-day they are cutting to such a small dia-
meter limit that in many sections it takes 40 trees to
make a thousand feet. I saw one pile of wood out on
the Transcontinental containing 4000 cords, where the
largest stick was 41/^ inches and from that it ran to
1% inches, with the average size running under 3
inches.

In one section of the Pacific Coast where the United
States Government estimate a stand of eighty-six
billion feet, the highest authority in the timber cruis-
ing line, and one who knows more of that particular
section than any other man, from actual cruises says
the figure 8 wants to be dropped, as there is not over
6 billion at the very most. Another example I have in

mind is a certain territory which was estimated to
contain 25 million cords of pulpwood and where, after
operating 7 or 8 years, and cutting out only about
250 thousand cords, all the available wood was cut,
and at a severe loss, so that further operations of the
property was abandoned.

I have in mind another limit that had been estimat
ed to contain 16 cords to the acre, that was examined
by a very competent cruiser, who found it ran nearer
16 acres to the cord, as he expressed it. I can cite
.several cases where the shrinkage in estimates are
just as striking as those above enumerated.

In connection with this phase of the subject, I can
not help thinking of the reply an old lumberman
made when at one of the Canadian Forestry meeting.^
in Montreal. The question of shortage in supply
was being discussed, and one of the members suggest-
ed that we did not know what there might be for tim-
ber in the unexplored regions. The old lumberman re-
plied that "in any section that the Canadian lumber-
men did not know what there was, thore wasn't anv-
thing."

More Attention to Mills than Materials.

The great trouble with the paper mills in the past
has been that the management have been deroting
their whole thought and time to speeding up their pa-
per machines, installing new and improved machinery'.



and improving their water powers, all of which is of

course, very desirable ; but while they have been doing

this they have lost sight of the most vital question,
'

viz. a supply of raw material to keep these mills run-

ning.

The newspaper publishers are not without blame

for the present shortage in newsprint, for every time

they have fought a legitimate advance in price, they

have made it more difficult and expensive for the mills

to do business, especially under Government control

and regulation, and with regard to price it is not

nearly as surprising that newsprint has advanced

from 2 to 4 cents per pound and higher than it is that

ejTgs have advanced from 25c to $1.00 a dozen. A hen

fan be produced in a year, while these trees that are

being made into paper have taken from 75 to 250

years to grow, and as they are becoming more and

more remote from the mills, must necessarily become
more co.stly to procure. Think even of the cost of

toting supplies back into the woods, a distance of 70

miles, the cost of which in many instances, amount*

from $50 to $60 per ton for haulage alone

!

Newspapers must accept the inevitable, as all other

legitimate lines of business have done, and simply

pass the cost along by increasing the price of their

papers and their advertising rates. The newspaper
lias become a public necessity—no one will do without

it to-day, and papers will sell just the same, whether
The price is, 2, 3, or 5 cents per copy. And when the

paper mills are forced to use some annual crop as a

substitute for trees in making paper (which time is not

tur distant) paper instead of costing 4 cents per

pound will cost 24 cents or more. So far as the Am-
erican publishers are concerned, it is of course im-

material to them whether newsprint comes from Can
ada or the United States, so long as they are assured

of a paper supply while the trees last.

When the public begins to realize that this timber,

which is being cut today as if it were an annual crop,

has been growing from 75 to 250 years, and the only

way it can be reproduced is by re-planting, planting

with the present high cost of labor amounts to a

matter of $12 to $15 per acre, to which must be add-

ed the cost of the land, which is from $3 to $10 ner

acre, something will be done. This brings the cost )er

acre of these plantations of tiny little seedlmgs from

9



$15 to $25, with f»n annual charge for interest, taxes
and fire prote^^.a for at least a matter of 50 to 75
years before another crop can be harvested.
In addition to this there is a possible loss from fire

and the spruce bud worm, and other enemies; for it

must be borne in mind that fire is always with us, and
the bud worm returns in cycles of from 20 to 35 years.
and further, that each recurrence, as the lands be-
come harder cut, increases in violence.

Imminent Increase in Pri^ of Timberland.
As soon as the above facts are absorbed, as they are

beginning to be quite rapidly at the present tiire,
timberlands will be selling on a much higher scale
than they are to-day, and my prediction is that th.-

biggest rise in timberland values that has ever bieii
known, will taka place within three years.

There is not a commodity in the world that is sell
ing so much below its real value as an acre of timber-
land to-day. Think of a crop that has been 50 to 250
years growing, and that under most favorable condi-
tions will take from 50 to 75 years to reproduce with
all the attendant risks, and an actual cost of $75.00
to $125.00, selling today at $10 to :,15 per acre for land
and all, while an annual crop of tereal or potatoes
brings from $15 to $100 or even more per acre, above
cost of planting and harvesting, and without the land.

Reforestation Will Help
With regard to reforestation, I am glad to note t^«it

the bud worm has not invaded this part of Nova Sco
tia owing largely to the fact that it is practically all

spruce, the amount of fir being almost negligible, and
probably also to the fact that the spruce is of such
a sound, vigorous and rapid growth. J presume that
the quality and growth here is due to the fact that
soil and climatic conditions are ideal for spruce grow-
ing, the amount of precipitation being very great.
Records at Halifax covering a period of 35 years show
an average annual rainfall of 57 inches.

I have a sample section of red spruce tree in mf
office that shows a growth of 20 inches in 29 years,
an inch a year in diameter. That is of course abnor
mal, but it is a fact that spruce makes the most rapid
growth here of any section on this Continent, whicb
hints at possibilities in reforestation th i, are not ap
plicable elsewhere. This phase is well worth the

10



serious consideratioit and careful investigation of *' *•

C&nadiau Forestry Association.

In the old days whei railroads were first built in

Nova Scotia and timberlinds were of li' le ^-lue and
there was no such thing as fire protect n, .^^s Prov-

ince shared the fate of the rest of Canada and vast

areas were destroyed by fire, but this is a thing of

the past, as Nova Scotia haa to-day one of the very
best forest fire protective systems, and her citizens

are thoroughly alive to the fact that timber is one of

th« most important assets.

How to Bemedy thia Bitv^tion.

U is far better to look this question of a rapidly

diminishing timber supply squarely in the face and
try by practical methods to put off the day of reckon-
ing as I'y-ag as ponsible, and I advocate the following

remedial measures:
An active campaign of education carried oa by

literature, and illustrated lectures, so as to reach all

timberland owners and the public in general.

The creation of a strong public sentiment by var
ious methods', so as to establish a greater apprecia
tion of the '< alue of forests to all, and a desire on
the part of \he public to help actively in preventing
forest fires.

Improvement and enlargement of the present

fire protective service.

Reforestation on a large scale by ({overnmenta'
appropriation, regardless of cost.

Burning of slash under certain conditions and in

certain eases.

Change the present wasteful methods of logging
by a closer supervision of woods operations by in-

telligent practical foresters.

An embargo or export duty on raw mate-'ial

taken from fee lands; or the
Annual purchase of fee land wood by a co-nbina-

tion of all tho Canadian mills.

1 v.'iii personally subscribe ten thousand dollars o

the Canadian Forestry Association, if each of the other
pulp and paper miils in C?n«da will subscribe a like

amount, to be used in carrying out the work outlined
above, under the direction of an Executive Committee
to be appointed by the subscribers to tlie Fund. This
will give .5 a fund worthy of the name and will enable
ns to do /me real work.

11



I am giving freely ol! my time and money towards

an educational campaign along these lines, as I feel

that it is the duty of every Canadian citizen to do

everything in his or her power to safeguard, preserve

and perpetuate our forest resources as they are the

backbone of our country.
FIIAXK ,). 1). BARN.IUM

Annapolis Royal. X.S., Dec. 22, 1919.

Biographical Note

Mr. Barujum is not a stranger to Montreal as it ^^^

the city of his birth, being a son of Francis E. Bamjum
who came to Canada from London, England, in 1856,

and a nephew of Major Fred. S. Barnjum who \r&^

one of Montreal's best known citizens forty years ago

Mr. Barnjum 's business career began with the firm

of Taylor Brothers, in the old Union Building on St.

Francis Xavier St., as office boy. He later moved to

Maine, where his first timberland purchase was made
twenty-eight years ago and from there to Nova Scotia,

where he has been largely interested for the past

twenty years.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine is glad to have Mr
Barnjum 's frank statement of conditions and to note

his generous offer to help the friends of the forest.

STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT OUR FORESTS.

(Editorial Comment in Pulp and Paper Magazine

January 1, 1820.)

It is almost a paradox the way it is necessary to

temper with a warning the frequent references to the

extent of Canada's forest resources. We have enor

mous forests in Canada, collectively speaking, but th

conditions surrounding their growth and deterioration

are usually lost sight of in the rosy remarks on their

geograi)hical extent.

Every land has its prophets and enthusiasts who must

always be ^he. leaders of thought and action. On there

falls the ^ len of blazing the trail. Canada is blessed

with man conscientious and enthusiastic friends of her

forests. If it were not so, the future of the industries

based on this source of raw material would be dark

12
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iadeed. The situation i» serious enoug as it Is, and

would be more so but for the rav oi hope in the efforts

of those who are devoting energy, ability and means

to such - deserving public cause as the perpetuation of

our forests and their exploitation in such a way as to

afford the greatest benefit to the people of Canada.

Among the forest prophets of Canada appears Frark

J. D. Barnjum of Nova Seotia. Heretofore he ha.s

been a comparatively silent worker, trom now on his

voict! will be heard and his writings will be read. On

another page of this magazine he makej some state-

ments regarding the present and future r^t our forests

that would be even more startling but for the f unda-

tion already hid in the work and words of Wilson,

Black, Howe, Power. Sor-i.r <!. Prince. Campbell, Craig,

and others.

Of particular significance in Mr. Barnjum's article

is the comparison between annual growth and the re-

suits of destroying agents, such as fires, fungi, in&ects.

wind, etc. The necessity of taking these facts into con-

sideration has been pointed out by Howe and others.

lat the situation has apparently- not made a sufficient

impression on the public mind or on the minds of those

who are inclined to exaggerate Canada's forest wealth.

When a tree takes 75 to 150 years or more tc mature

and their number is as few per acrt ^i in many so-called

forest areas, one requires no great genius to appreciate

how soon an enemy attack will more than wipe out

any annual growth. This {.pp'es also to regions wheie

the increment is perceptibl'-

.

We fully agree with Mr. Barnjum that as much Can-

adian wood as possible should be retained in Canada

to supply raw material to Canadian industries employ-

ing Canadian labor. We further believe that the use of

-an embargo or export duty on wood whose export is

now permitted, is only a partial remedy of the situation.

It would hardly be right to prevent a farmer, say, from

selling his wood abroad if there was no home market

for it, any more than the pulp and paper mills should

be throttled if Canadian enterprises are not starved by
• export sale of their surplus. The matter of disposing,- cf

such fee land wood, is, as our correpondent suggests,

largely a question of organizing and educating the Can-

adian consumer of such wood to make the market for it.

18
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It may not be economically possible for some mills to

buy this material in competition with hungry American

concerns, desirable as such action would be from the

standpoint of forestry policy. To our mind the adyan-

tagc to the Canadian mill in having a larger supply

of easily available material, while important, is by far

a secondary consideration in comparison with the fund-

amental purpose of our forest policy, namely, the per-

petuation of the forest. It is quite foolish to turn off

the spigot while the barrel leaks at the bung, even

though some material may be saved.

So we specially commend Mr. Bamjum's proposal

and generou= offer of assistance in the matter of a more

intennve and extensive educational campaign to advise

the Canadian people as to the true condition of their

forest wealth. It is sure to follow an enlightment of

the public that proper restrictic-.s and regulations will

be enacted and properly enforced bO that future gen

erations will say that we have properly conceived and

discharged our duty in passing on an incomparable in

heritance. Surely the wood iising industries \.ill sup

port this fine offer to help the Canadian Forestry

.\«sociation and other agencies in spreading the tnif

conception of present conditions and the gospel of truf

forest protection—perpetuation.

There ought to be a widespread discussion of Mr
Bamjum's article. His statonit-nts deserve most

thoughtful consideration.

(
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